
THE LIFE CYCLE OF A STAR

Stars are formed in clouds of gas and dust, known as nebulae. Nuclear reactions at the centre (or core) of stars provides
enough energy to make them shine.

The mass and chemical composition of the star are used as the inputs, and the luminosity and surface
temperature are the only constraints. Instead, hydrogen fusion will proceed until almost the whole star is
helium. Molecular Clouds: Stars start out as vast clouds of cold molecular gas. It will spend 90 percent of its
life in this stage, fusing hydrogen molecules and forming helium in its core. They vary in size, mass and
temperature, diameters ranging from x smaller to over x larger than that of the Sun. The star expands to a Red
Giant, below Stage 8 - The helium core runs out, and the outer layers drift of away from the core as a gaseous
shell, this gas that surrounds the core is called a Planetary Nebula. This allows the forming star to become
visible for the first time. It is no longer in thermal equilibrium, either degenerate or above the
Schoenberg-Chandrasekhar limit , so it increases in temperature which causes the rate of fusion in the
hydrogen shell to increase. There is also a chance to win Amazon vouchers as a thank you. This occurs over
an approximately million year period, until it is time for the star to die. This rare event, caused by
pair-instability , leaves behind no black hole remnant. Over time, the hydrogen gas in the nebula is pulled
together by gravity and it begins to spin. The colour of a star is determined by its temperature, the hottest stars
are blue and the coolest stars are red. As it collapses, the interstellar cloud breaks up into smaller and smaller
pieces, and each one of these collapses inward on itself. It will cool down over hundreds of billions of years,
eventually becoming the background temperature of the Universe. Surrounding the core are shells of lighter
elements still undergoing fusion. Without this light pressure, the star begins to contract inward through
gravity. If a protostar contains enough matter the central temperature reaches 15 million degrees centigrade.
Stage four is the most explosive time in the life cycle of a star. Stars are hot bodies of glowing gas that start
their life in Nebulae. When a star exhausts its fuel of hydrogen at its core, its internal nuclear reactions stop.
Stage 6 - The helium core now starts to contract further and reactions begin to occur in a shell around the core.
This process repeats until iron begins appearing in the core. If the white dwarf's mass increases above the
Chandrasekhar limit , which is 1. These old stellar remnants are incredibly dense. The star will eject its outer
layers into space, and then contract down, eventually becoming a white dwarf. As the main sequence star
glows, hydrogen in its core is converted into helium by nuclear fusion.


